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ABSTRACT 
The sensitivity of the unique stationary distribution of a finite Markov chain 
which has a state accessible in one step from every other state is examined using 
ordinary matrix inversion involving an arbitrary vector. A result of Funderlic and 
Meyer is sharpened. The presence of the arbitrary vector allows extension of the result 
to stochastic matrices with other structures. The examples given by Funderlic and 
Meyer are reconsidered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose P = { pij} is an n x n stochastic matrix containing a single 
irreducible set of states, so that there is a unique stationary distribution 
vector T*= { 7ri} (n*P = n’, lr*l = 1). Any TV corresponding to an i outside 
the irreducible set is zero, and to an i within the irreducible set is positive. 
Let F be any other n x n stochastic matrix with this structure (the irreduc- 
ible sets need not coincide), and ?i* = { ?r} its unique stationary distribution. 
If 11. ((r denotes the 1, norm on the row vectors of W ,,, then for n X n matrix 
B= ibijl$ IIBII1= max,(2jlb,il). If E = F - P, the relative effect on ar of 
the perturbation E to P is measured by the quantity 
II**- ~TllA~TII1 = II+- TTlll 
IIEII1/IIJ7I1 lIEIll ’ 
(1) 
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the left-hand side being the usual approach to the notion of condition number 
(using I, norm) in linear numerical analysis. 
The main result of Funderlic and Meyer [l] (which is given under the 
more restrictive assumption that P and p are irreducible), with P satisfying 
min i + j pij = 6, > 0 for some j (such a state j is called accessible), may be 
reformulated as stating that 
maxi]fi - 7ri( 4 
lIEIll “si’ 
(2) 
The technique used in that paper makes use of the elegant notion of the 
group inverse A# of the matrix A = Z - P. However, as a result of the 
technique alone, the factor 4 is introduced on the right-hand side of (2) 
which in actual numerical examples gives a somewhat pessimistic estimate. 
We shall show that (2) may be sharpened for matrices P and ? satisfying 
our prior assumption to 
the left-hand side being a rewriting of (1). The techniques used are already 
assembled (with another aim in mind) in Seneta [7, Section 31, the starting 
point being the fact that [6] if u is any vector such that url # 0, then IT is the 
unique solution of 
aT(z - P + 12) = UT. 
Thus 
(4) 
This rank-one modification technique used in this study is now well 
established. Apart from [6, 71 as mentioned, the idea has also been used to 
study the effects of perturbations on stationary distributions in [2, 3, 41, for 
example. The importance of the qualitative result of [ 11, that chains with a 
strongly accessible state have stationary distribution relatively insensitive to 
perturbation, is not in question here. 
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2. DERIVATION 
For any u such that uT1 # 0, 
u~=?~~(Z-~+~U~)=~~~(Z-P++U~-E) 
so that 
UT(z-P+lUT)-l= .~~T[I_E(Z-P+~U~)-~], 
whence by (4) 
whence 
IW - 4ll 
,,E,,l QIIwP+luT)-llll. 
123 
(5) 
Suppose for the moment that for some j, mini pij = yj > 0. Then taking 
u = y .f j, where f j is the vector with unity in the jth position and O’s 
elsew ere, 6 
I-P+lUT=z-QQ, 
whereQ>,O,Q1=(l-yj)l.ThusQk~OaSk~w,~~(Z-~)~1=C~~)=OQ~ 
exists and is nonnegative, whence (I - Q)- ‘1 = yl: ‘1, 
and (3) follows, with yj in place of aj. 
Suppose now min ( + f pij = Sj > 0. Consider now the matrices Pi = { ~$1 }
= $(I + P), PI = :(I + P); these have the same unique stationary distribu- 
tions II, ?i respectively as P and P, and mini pif) = min(iSj, i(l+ pi)) = Sj/2. 
Also E, = PIPI = $3. Hence applying the above result with yj = Sj/2, and E, 
in place of E, (3) follows. 
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It is worth noting that the assumption mini + j pij = aj > 0 for some j 
implies that there is a single irreducible set of states (containing j) in the 
Markov chain described by P, so further assumptions on P are redundant. 
3. FURTHER RESULTS AND EXAMPLES 
The presence of the arbitrary vector u (uT1 # 0) on the right-hand side of 
(5) yields 
IW - nTlll < inf (((I- P+luT)-l((I. 
lIEIll u 
UT100 
In practice, however, we may at best hope to find some practical form of 
upper bound for the right-hand side for matrices P with special structure, as 
is done in our Section 2, by taking an appropriate u. We shall not explore this 
idea fully in this note, confining ourselves to structure which explains the 
stability in an example of Funderlic and Meyer [ 1, p. lo], which does not 
have an accessible state. 
Under our prior assumption that n x n stochastic P and F each have a 
single irreducible set, suppose the ith row of P has mi zero entries, 
i=l ,...,fr. Let 
6 = min+ pii, 
i,j 
i.e., 6 is the smallest nonzero entry of the matrix P. 
THEOREM. With the immediately preceding 
if m = max m, < n/2, then 
assumptions and notation, 
IW- 411 
lIEIll 
gS_‘(n-2m)-‘. (7) 
Proof. Select u = 61, so that the sum of absolute values of the ith row of 
P - lur is 
1 - (n - m,)S + m,6 = 1 - n8 + 2mJ, 
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so that 
llQlll = 1 - ns +2ms < 1, 
where Q= P -611’. Thus ]]@]I r-+0 as k-+co, so (Z-Q>-‘=C&Qk, 
whence ll(Z - Q>-‘II, Q (I- IIQIIJ’. n 
EXAMPLE. When 
we have 
m = 1, S=& 
so the bound in (7) is 2, testifying to the insensitivity of the chain to small 
perturbations. Funderlic and Meyer’s [l] analogue of result (6) (for irreduci- 
ble P and P), from which (2) follows, is 
maxi]fi - 7ri] 
d maxlaFjl 
IlEll~ i3j 
(8) 
which for this specific numerical example gives the sharp bound f by direct, 
and generally expensive, evaluation of A#. 
In a further example where there is an accessible state and so the theory 
of our Section 2 applies, Funderlic and Meyer [l, pp. 12-131 obtain aj = 0.088, 
and maxi, j]a$ = 11.2. Thus the bound of our (3), namely l/aj = 11.36, is 
remarkably close, even though it bounds the larger value on the left-hand side 
of (3), rather than that on the left of (8). 
We remark finally that if ur is chosen as ?yT in (5), then (I - P + lur))’ 
becomes the “fundamental matrix” Z of the chain governed by P. According 
to Meyer [S], Z = A#+ lar, and llrr = Z - AA*, so that (5) then reads 
IleT - 4 
lIEIll 
< llZlll = llI+ PAtll, = 111 + A#Plll. 
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